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preFace
the following presents the proposal for a cancer health 
care centre in copenhagen, carried out as a thesis proj-
ect by group 30, line Fogedgaard Jønsson and anette 
Vilstrup nielsen, in the department of architecture at the 
institute of architecture & Design, aalborg University, in 
the spring of 2010. 

an architecture competition brief from 2009 is the base 
of the project, which further takes its point of departure in 
the theme of “healing architecture”, which declares that 
architecture can have a positive effect on the healing and 
health of its users.  
this report is a presentation report presenting only 
extracts of the project, where analyses and processes are 
described in the process report.

prologUe
the term of healing architecture represents the concept of 
the architecture being able to affect human wellness and 
thereby help strengthen or promote the healing process
of the individual human being.
the architectural design can support the healing of a 
patient, psychologically as well as physiologically, through 
the integration of the architectural means of qualitative
light, acoustics, atmosphere and colors as well as 
through planning in the sense of creating a possibility for 
privacy, connection to outdoor spaces and spaces for 
social interaction with friends, family or other patients.
Different evidence vouch for this, either in terms of 
physiological measurements, statistical analysis as well 
as through interviews and investigations of the experi-
ences of the individual patients, the staff or the relatives.
hence, healing architecture implies an evidence based 
design process, where the evidence based architectural 
factors are important parameters throughout the design
process.
the cancer health care centre in copenhagen will pro-
vide rehabilitation and counseling and be a place, where 

people with cancer can meet each others on various 
levels in a domestic, comfortable atmosphere.
the centre is not an institution like a hospital, it does not 
provide medical treatments and thus it is in a different 
category in relation to healing architecture. owever, the 
concept of healing architecture still seems relevant as it 
plays an important role in how the architecture is wel-
coming, has a domestic atmosphere and how it inspires, 
motivates or uplifts people, who are in a very difficult 
phase in their lives. Furthermore evidence vouch that the 
architecture can help relieve stress and anxiety, which 
are common conditions that come along with cancer.

proJect BrieF
the forces behind the cancer health care centre are the 
municipality of copenhagen (KK) and the, Kræftens 
Bekæmpelse (KB). 
the centre is to help reestablish an everyday life for the 
cancer patient by means of counseling, therapy, social 
activities, physical rehabilitation through various activities, 
lectures and courses for the people with cancer as well 
as the families.
the cancer health care centre will collect these offers 
and it should contribute to keeping and improving the 
quality of life of the cancer patients and their families with 
physical, psychological and social elements. 
it is the desire that the building will stand out through 
its architectural expression and create motivation and 
invite to social interaction, physical motion and personal 
transformation. 
the centre needs to be a place which creates space for 
happiness as well as sorrow, contemplation and wori-
ness, space for privacy and sociality, where people can 
be on their own, undisturbed, or be social with friends 
and family on various levels.
the program furthermore underlines the importance of 
the architecture’s effect on human wellness and health, 
and how evidence based architectural design can help 
strengthen and improve the healing and health of the 
cancer patients.

“Be known in copenhagen and by its unique architecture
signal a non-institutional environment with spaces, where
light, colors and acoustic contribute to a friendly, welcoming
and relaxed atmosphere.”

“Be a physical environment, which creates curiosity about
the function of the place and attracts families with cancer,
as well as it initiates a dialogue.”

“accommodate dilemmas such as joy and sorrow, laughter
and silence, activity and relaxation, man and woman, old
and young, poor and rich (cancer strikes all social layers
and nationalities)” translated from Danish [Københavns Kommune, 2009, s. 8-9]
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eViDence BaseD Design 
gUiDe
the project takes its point of departure in the theme of 
“healing architecture”, and in order to determine and 
understand which architectural factors specifically have a 
healing effect on cancer patients, the users, their de-
cease as well as different evidence based design factors 
have been analyzed. 

cancer patients suffer from side effects from their cancer 
disease and the treatment. the conditions are psycho-
logical as well as physical comprising stress, fatigue, 
depression, pain and anxiety. it is found highly relevant 
that the cancer health care centre is designed so it can 
relieve these conditions and help the patients in their 
healing and recovery from their disease.
evidence from different research within healing archi-
tecture proves certain architectural elements’ effect on 

health care outcomes. the factors of light, acoustics, 
flow, relations to nature as well as personal and social 
space are important to consider in relation to the cancer 
health care centre, as they have proven to relieve and 
decrease conditions like those experienced by cancer 
patients.

to further specify the architectural factors, cases have 
been studied of various cancer centres each illustrating 
different ways of creating a relaxing and soothing envi-
ronment for cancer patients and their relatives, focusing 
on architectural parameters that influence the experience 
and atmosphere of a room. 
the observations and conclusions from the studies are 
built on to the parameters specified through the evidence 
based design analysis. the parameters are summarized 
in the design guide shown above, that form the basis of 
the further design development of the new cancer health 
care centre. 
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the oUtDoor area
the cancer health care centre is situated in nørre allé 
in the urban area of nørrebro in copenhagen, close to 
rigshospitalet, and on the edge of the quiet area of De 
gamles By, characterized by classical red brick buildings 
and green areas. a park borders to site to the north 
making a buffer zone to the dense, busy nørrebro.

the building site is kept in a green layout linking to the 
expression of the surrounding area with the park north 
of the site and De gamles By speckled with small green 
grass areas and large trees creating a contemplative and 
peaceful atmosphere surrounding the area. 

the entrance to the centre should be clear and inviting, 
in relation to the described design guide, easing the 
overcoming of stepping into the centre. 

the main entrance of the cancer health care centre is 
placed facing east towards the beginning of nørre allé, 
as most users will arrive from this direction either by car, 
public transportation or by foot from the hospital.
additionally, parking lots are placed along nørre allé 
creating the possibility for physically impaired users to be 
set off very close to the building. 

a secondary entrance is placed in the library in the 
ground floor facing the park and linking to an existing 
path, creating the possibility for a peaceful walk between 
the tall old trees of the park. an additional path leads 
from the traffic junction north of the building site to the 
centre creating the possibility to collect one self in the 
quiet and calm surroundings of the park before going to 
or from treatments in the hospital.
      
the paths emphasize the link between the park and the 
building and draws in the green to become part of the 

building experience and extending the possibilities for 
outdoor stays around the building. 

a private wooden garden terrace extends from the build-
ing towards the south, enabling the kitchen/café area 
to be taken out by opening up sliding doors in the south 
facade. the terrace is sheltered from the busy area of 
nørre allé by the administration unit of the centre and by 
small trees to the west of the site creating a private and 
tranquil atmosphere. 

additionally, a private roof terrace is in placed the fifth 
floor, connected to the gym spaces inside the building, 
defining a quiet and secluded outdoor space with no 
views from passers-by and providing a great view of the 
surrounding context. 

the outdoor plan illustrates, how the horizontal admin-
istration building links to the composition of the existing 
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red brick buildings of De gamles By along nørre allé and 
prolongs the symmetrical rhythm of the building composi-
tion. 

the rehabilitation unit stands out from the context with 
its shape, the vertical expression and wooden materi-
als making it stand out as a landmark in the area of De 
gamles By equal to the old church building placed in 
the symmetrical composition of the red brick buildings by 
the end of the entrance avenue and the major blocks of 
rigshospitalet and the panum institute. 
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the two buildings are differentiated through materials, 
shape and scale as the administration building is low 
and stringent linking to the symmetric composition of 
De gamles By and the rehabilitation unit conforms with 
the tall urban context of nørrebro, as it stands tall, and 
marks itself with its light wooden structure, embracing 
and welcoming the cancer patients.

concept
the concept of the cancer health care centre derives 
from the wish to create a building design that complies 
with the surrounding context, has a welcoming, embrac-
ing expression with an optimal layout giving an easy 
overview as well as indoor conditions accommodated for 
the users with high illuminance levels and a pleasantly lit 
environment. 

it is a desire to keep a clear differentiation between the 
two building units of the administration and the rehabilita-
tion, emphasizing the rehabilitation unit as a landmark 
in the surrounding area and as the main function of the 
centre, making it easy for the cancer patients to recog-
nize, where to go. Furthermore, the separation creates a 
more homey atmosphere in the rehabilitation unit, as the 
busy, institutional working atmosphere around the many 
office functions is removed from this part of the building.

4 5 6 7

1 2 3

1 all 1800 M2 laiD oUt in two stories at the BUilDing site

2 the BUilDing is DiViDeD in two FUnctions. the aDMinis-
tration Unit For the staFF worKing at the centre anD the 
rehaBilitation Unit containing all FUnctions For the Users 
oF the centre.

3 the rehaBilitation Unit is pUsheD BacK towarDs north 
to aVoiD the shaDow cast FroM the existingBUilDing to the 
soUth. the Units are separateD to eMphasize their FUnc-
tions.

4 the rehaBilitation BUilDing is raiseD to MiniMize the 
scale oF the internal plans creating a More intiMate 
atMosphere anD to conForM the BUilDing scale to the 
sUrroUnDing tall UrBan context.
the aDMinistration Unit is low anD rectangUlar linKing to 
the syMMetric coMposition “ De gaMles By” anD protecting 
the rehaBilitation BUilDing anD the oUtDoor space FroM 
traFFic noise anD Views into the area.

5 a light wooDen FacaDe strUctUre is wrappeD aroUnD 
the plans eMBracing anD protecting FroM Views into 
the BUilDing anD Direct sUnlight. the strUctUre open Up 
towarDs the entrance area welcoMing people into the 
BUilDing. 

6 the rehaBilitation BUilDing is angleD in the soUthern 
FacaDe optiMizing For incoMing Daylight anD View oF De 
gaMles By. the north FacaDe is Kept rectangUlar optiMizing 
For a View oF the green parK area anD conForMing with 
the rectangUlar shape oF the aDMinistration Unit.

7 the FacaDe strUctUre is pointeD in the top soUth east 
corner eMphasizing the Vertical expression oF the BUilDing 
contrasting the horizontal aDMinistration BUilDing.

rehaBilitation 
Unit

aDMinistration
Unit
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BirD View oF the BUilDing VolUMe
the rehabilitation unit is linking to the vertical expression of the surrounding 
Urban context of nørrebro creating a landmark in the area of De gamles By.
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chapel of reconciliation, by reitermann & sassenroth. 

FacaDes
in relation to the outdoor concept the facade is designed  
as a light wooden slat structure wrapping around and 
embracing the rehabilitation unit protecting from incoming 
views and direct sunlight. the wooden material will color 
the reflected light in warm and golden tones creating a 
pleasant and tranquil atmosphere internally in the build-
ing. 

to emphasize and express the inner partitioning of the 
private and social zones in the outer shape of the building 
volume the facade graduates from a strict and more 
regular expression in the north facade by the private 
zones to a more transparent and organic ambience in 
the south facade by the open social zones, creating 
a dynamic expression of the structure embracing the 
building. 

the north wall is furthermore insulated, to comply with 
the energy demands of a low energy building, why 
special consideration is given to the transition between 
the two facade types.  

the vertical slat structure is continued as wooden 
sheathing in the northern facade and additionally on the 
inside of the private zones emphasizing the expression 
of a contiguous facade structure wrapping around the 
building.  

to highlight the expression of a tall slim building volume 
the vertical slats in the southern facade are placed in 
vertical bands differentiating in height emphasizing the 
upwards striding expression of the building and creating a 
dynamic and organic appearance. the vertical bands are 
continued in more regular window bands in the northern 
facade continuing the expression of the wrapping struc-
ture. 

the slats are set with a distance and shaped in a way 
to optimize the amount of incoming light to the required 
therapeutic illuminance levels, as well as to ensure a 
large amount of reflected light. 

the rehabilitation unit and the administration unit are 
differentiated in scale and materials to make the rehabili-
tation unit stand out as a landmark in the area and as the 
main function of the cancer health care centre.
the administration unit is low and horizontal with a 
heavy expression in red bricks linking to De gamles By, 
whereas the rehabilitation unit is tall and vertical in light 
wood conforming with the tall urban context of nørrebro.

the windows of the administration unit is furthermore 
placed in vertical bands complimenting the upwards 
striving structure of the rehabilitation unit. they are pulled 
back from the surface creating a depth in the facade that 
emphasizes the heaviness of the volume and underlines 

the contrast created between the two units.
a slim horizontal window band is placed along the ground 
of the administration unit stressing the horizontal lines of 
the building and furthermore creating a light and pleas-
ant environment in the staff wardrobes and the passage 
between the two building volumes in the basement.

a window band is furthermore placed in the roof of the 
administration unit above the flow corridor pulling in 
daylight and creating a light and pleasant atmosphere 
inside the building.  
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View towarDs the entrance oF the BUilDing
the main entrance of the building is directed towards nørre allé where most 
users arrive both by car, public transportation or by foot from the hospital.
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elevation of the east and the west facade and the red 
brick buildings of De gamles By, illustrating the connec-
tion between the administration unit and the symmetrical 
composition of the buildings along nørre allé. the 
rehabilitation unit stands out and marks itself through its 
different shape, material and height.

east FacaDe, 1:500
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west FacaDe 1:500
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west FacaDe 1:200
the facade graduates from the more strict and regular 
north facade around the private zones to the more 
organic and transparent structure in the south-west 
facade around the open social functions.  
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east FacaDe 1:200
the vertical window bands of the administration unit 
complies with the upward striving structure of the re-
habilitation unit, which opens up in the main entrance 
towards nørre allé creating a clear entrance and an 
inviting expression.  
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soUth FacaDe 1:200
the wooden facade structure of the south facade of the 
rehabilitation unit is transparent and organic, opening up 
towards the view of De gamles By. the south facade of 
the administration unit stands close to the existing build-
ing to the south of the site, why only thin window bands 
pulling in small beams of light are placed in this facade. 
a secondary entrance to the administration is furthermore 
placed in the south facade easing the access for staff 
working in this end of the building. 

north FacaDe 1:200
the north facade is more strict and regular than the 
south facade, embracing the private closed functions.  
the vertical lines of the south facade are continued in 
the vertical window bands of the north facade creating 
an expression of a continuing facade structure, ensuring 
good illumination qualities and a view of the green park.
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FacaDe Details
the horizontal section detail illustrates the transition from 
the vertical slat structure facade to the insulated wall with 
vertical wooden sheathing and window bands.
the wooden slats are leveled with the vertical wooden 
sheathing of the insulated wall on the outer facade, 
creating an expression of the vertical slat structure 
continuing around the facades emphasizing the embrac-
ing expression of facade structure.  
the insulated walls are furthermore covered with wood 
sheathing internally, which functions as an acoustical 
panel and creates the impression of the wooden structure 
continuing into the private zones.  
small vertical windows are placed where the interior walls 
of the closed rooms meet the wooden facade, clearly 
separating the structural system of the facade from the 
internal bearing construction. 
the perspective detail of the facade illustrates the facade 
structure in a vertical section. the vertical slats are 
attaches to horizontal steel bars attaches to the bearing 
structure of the facade. the bearing facade structure 
consist of the large vertical laminated wood columns and 
the slated laminated wood columns functioning as wind 
crosses. the bearing facade structure is clearly detached 
from the internal bearing structure as the cantilevered 
plans are pulled back from the facade emphasizing the 
embracing function of the facade structure.

Vertical laMinateD wooD colUMns

slanteD laMinateD wooD colUMns

concrete DecK

horizontal winDows Bars in steel

winDow glass

Vertical wooDen slats as solar 
screening in UntreateD larch wooD

insUlation

concrete FoUnDation

isoMetry oF the Vertical slat FacaDe constrUction

horizontal section Detail 1:20

Vertical wooDen 
slats

external Vertical wooDen 
sheathing

horizontal wooDen slats

Vertical steel poles

winD BreaKing 
layer

VapoUr Barrier

horizontal wooDen slats

internal wooDen sheathing

Vertical laMinateD wooD colUMns

slanteD laMinateD wooD colUMns
sMall winDow 
into to the 
closeD rooMs

light plas-
terBoarD

light concrete

horizontal steel 
slats & air

Fittings
5cM 10cM

10cM
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priVate

inDoor concept
the concept of the internal building layout derives from a 
wish to create an intimate and homey atmosphere within 
the building, where the cancer patients have the pos-
sibility to participate in the different functions on various 
levels. it is important that the building layout meets all 
needs of the users, why different zones of private and 
social character should be easily reachable within the 
building, as the users may want to utilize different zones 
during a stay or dependent on whether the user is visiting 
for the first time or has been visiting before.
thus, a zoning of the various functions in both vertical 
and horizontal direction is the essential parameter of the 
concept.

each plan has areas of both social and private character 
with a semi private middle zone, where the users can sit 
on the edge of the social functions. 

the functions are placed in a clear layout making it easy 
to overview and use different functions and change zone 
according to mood.

the building is zoned vertically as well,  with the gyms in 
the top floors creating a more private atmosphere around 
these functions, where views into the building are limited, 
and where there is a pleasant view of the park and De 
gamles By.

the vertical zoning evolves around a definition of func-
tions used by first time visitors and those who know 
the centre well. the functions that help create a homey 
atmosphere and ease the way into using the centre, such 
as the kitchen and library, are placed in the lower floors, 
where they are easily accessible and overviewable.
the gyms and the school kitchen are placed in the top 
floors as they imply having an appointment and most 
likely will be used by people who have visited the centre 

before and know the layout of the building.

the plans are opened up vertically to ensure visual con-
nections between the functions and to give the users an 
overview of what is happening above or below them.
this also lets the light further into the building and cre-
ates well defined spaces in the open social space.

1 all 1800 M2 laiD oUt in one plan
 
2 the rehaBilitation BUilDing is raiseD in FiVe leVels 
MiniMizing the area oF each plan creating intiMacy, a clear 
oVerView anD MiniMizing the Distances to walK as Vertical 
MoVeMents will Be By liFt.
the raiseD leVels are zoneD Vertically with More priVate 
zones Upstairs anD easily accessiBle FUnctions in the 
lower Floors aDDressing theMselVes to First tiMes Users.

3 the plans are partitioneD into zones in the horizontal 
Direction with the priVate closeD FUnctions placeD to the 
north with a View oF the qUiet green parK area anD the 
social FUnctions placeD on the sUnny siDe to the soUth 
with a View oF the More liVely area oF De gaMles By. 
the MiDDle zone is a Flow zone Between the two zones 
enaBling the Users to sit on the eDge oF social gather-
ings.    

4 the plans are MoDiFieD anD openeD Up in the MiDDle 
creating spaces in the open space, enaBling VisUal connec-
tions Between the FUnctions as well as enaBling the 
Daylight to reach FUrther into the BUilDing

5the plans are eMBraceD By a light wooDen FacaDe 
strUctUre DeFining a connecteD space in the Vertical 
Direction Between the plans anD creating a warM anD 
intiMate atMosphere as it Filters the light anD giVes it a 
warM glow oF wooD.

1 2

priVate closeD 
FUnctions

open social 
FUnctionsDe gaMles By

green parK

3 4 5

conVersation
actiVities

school Kitchen

gyM
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section FroM west to east 1:200
the section illustrates the partitioning of the plans into 
different zones complying with the needs of the users for 
different levels of privacy and social intercourse. 
the private closed zone is placed by the north facade 
with a view of the quiet and tranquil green park area and 
the social zone is placed near the south facade with a 
view of the more lively area of De gamles By. 
a semi private sitting area and flow area is created be-
tween the two zones allowing the users to sit on the edge 

a a

of the various social gatherings and furthermore creating 
a buffer between the two zones emphasizing the differ-
ent atmospheres linked to the different functions. the 
cantilevered levels are extending from the private closed 
zone out into the social space. the levels are cut and 
pulled back from the south facade emphasizing the two 
separate structural systems of the facade and the internal 
bearing structure and furthermore creating a shared social 
space in the vertical direction between the different social 
functions placed on the edge of the cantilevered plans.
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plans
in relation to the indoor concept the plans are divided into 
zones of different social or private character complying 
with the needs of the users in relation to the defined 
parameters in the evidence based design guide. to ease 
the transition between the different zones and to create a 
more informal atmosphere around the private zone small 
open conversation niches are created next to the private 
closed rooms allowing the users to choose the level of 
privacy. Furthermore, the closed rooms can be opened 
up to the side creating a possibility for flexible use. 

the ground floor of the rehabilitation unit contains the 
main entrance and the layout of this plan and the visual 
connections are especially important as this area will form 
the first impression and experience of the building. 
the entrance is a secluded niche behind the fire escape, 
placed in the semi private zone, allowing the users to 
collect themselves in privacy and get an overview of the 
building, before stepping into it. 

the library and a reading lounge is placed ahead of the 
entrance area, floating from the private to the semi-
private zone, creating easy access to information for 

new users and the possibility to sit privately in the library 
with a view of the kitchen area and the social functions.  
the library continues to the first floor, making it an open 
vertical space in the building.   

the kitchen and dining area are placed in the ground 
floor and is an essential facility in the rehabilitation 
centre, as it gathers people and creates a domestic 
atmosphere, easing a further step into the building. 
there will be staff present in the kitchen area, why it is 
placed centrally in the room easing the access and creat-
ing good visual connections to and from the kitchen.
the kitchen core continues up through the building, as 
a small café kitchen on the first floor, a youth cave for 
computer games on the second floor and as storage on 
the third floor. the core defines space in the semi private 
zone creating a possibility to sit on the edge of the vari-
ous social functions. 

to further define a clear building layout the plans are cut 
open and moved back from the facade optimizing the 
vertical visual connections between the plans.  
the plans are furthermore linked with small stairs 
emphasizing the vertical connections and varying the flow 
and experience up through the building. 

the lift functions as the main and most likely preferred 
vertical connection in the building, as many of the users 
will be weak, why it is placed centrally in the building, 
easily accessible and visible.

the two functions; rehabilitation and administration are 
divided into two units, where the administration building 
contains offices for the staff working in the centre, where 
they have a space of there own to retreat without distur-
bances from the cancer patients.
the division of the two units emphasizes the rehabilitation 
unit as a landmark in the surrounding area and as the 
main function of the cancer health care centre, making 
it easy for the users to recognize where to go. 

the layout of the administration unit is strict and clear, 
emphasizing the outer rectangular volume contrasting the 
vertical and angled volume of the rehabilitation building 
and linking to the composition of De gamles By.

the offices are divided into four sections comprising the 
centre Manager, the Danish cancer society, copenha-
gen Municipality and the course centre, respectively. 
the offices are placed along the east facade with a view 
of nørre allé, connected by a straight flow line along the 

west facade, creating a distance between the adminis-
tration offices and the garden terrace of the rehabilitation 
building. 

the office zones are divided by the kitchen area on each 
floor and a  double high dining area pulling in light in the 
middle of the building and defining the different office 
zones. the offices are created as open spaces separated 
from the corridor by small printing or sitting niches creat-
ing an open and light interior of the building and breaking 
up the corridor by small light shafts through the building. 

the rehabilitation and the administration units are con-
nected through the basement allowing the volumes to 
be separated above ground, emphasizing the different 
functions of the volumes. 
the basement contains all technical rooms and the staff 
changing rooms, which are placed to the north eas-
ing the access to and from rehabilitation unit or to the 
entrance of the administration unit. 
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View from the semi private zone in the ground floor into the kitchen 
area and the semi private reading lounge.
the kitchen core defines space around the semi private reading 
lounge on the edge of the social kitchen area.  

View from the flexible gym area on the 4th floor. the room is 
high with the wooden facade structure stretched over the roof 
emphasizing the protective and wrapping structure of the facade 
and creating a warm and pleasant lighting atmosphere as the light 
is reflected in the wooden facade slats. 

View of the administration corridor on the 1st floor. the corridor 
creates a view through the building creating a clear overview of the   
different functions. furthermore the corridor functions as a small 
lounge area where one can retrieve relaxing or reading. 

View of the open conversation lounge on the 2nd floor. the open 
lounge creates a possibility for the users to chose level of privacy 
when utilizing the private zones and furthermore creates a more 
informal atmosphere around these rooms. 
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View from the first floor in the workshop area. the open space is defined by the cut in the plan 
creating visual connections between the various social functions encouraging for participation.  

View from the ground floor into the kitchen and play area. the cantilevered plans reach out into 
the open rooms creating a connected social space in the vertical direction. 
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ePiloGue
the theme of healing architecture forms the base of the creation of this proposal for a 
Cancer health Care Centre in Copenhagen based on a competition brief from 2009.

the site of the Cancer health Care Centre is on one side located in a scenic area, with the 
park to the North and the characteristic de Gamles By with classical red brick buildings in a 
strict symmetrical layout and an oasis like character, defined by greenery and tranquility. on 
the other side it is situated in the urban, dense area of Nørrebro, with busy main streets and 
large building blocks, such as the Panum institute neighbouring the site and rigshospitalet. 
the location defines two different types of contexts and scales, in which the Cancer health 
Care Centre should mark itself as well as complement and respect. 
Many cancer patients visiting the centre come from the main streets of Nørrebro bording 
the site, as well as from the rigshospitalet on the other side of the traffic junction, why the 
relation to this part of the side is evident.
healing architecture and the underlying concept of evidence based design is analyzed in re-
lation to needs and conditions of cancer patients, to understand the relevance and how it can 
be implemented to create a soothing, healing environment, where they can retreat before, 
after or in between the harsh treatments, to get support, to meet others and to participate in 
various recreative activities. 
Various cases of cancer centres are studied in Scotland and denmark to further gain practi-
cal experience of the atmosphere and ambience and the architectural effects utilized, to 
supplement the theoretical knowledge gained about evidence based design factors of healing 
architecture. the conclusions of the theoretical and practical knowledge are summed up in a 
small evidence based design guide that forms the base of the design process.  
the evidence based design guide deals with factors of light, acoustics, relation to nature 
flow, personal and social space as well as the importance of a qualitative indoor climate.
these parametres have together with the contextual factors formed the base of the project 
through different phases and combined with the desire to comply with the low energy Class 
2, it has resulted in a proposal for the Cancer health Care Centre which integrates evidence 
based design to create a comfortable, sustainable and healing environment with a domestic 
atmosphere that accommodates the cancer patients and their relatives and defining a retreat 
from the harsh reality in which they find themselves. .


